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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND  
 
1.1 Introduction  
 
The media’s performance in the first 10 days of the election period has shown 
that the media remains unbalanced in the coverage of political parties and 
actors. There remain concerns on the nature of coverage, particularly issues 
around fair and balanced reporting; the media’s role in providing information 
to the public and professional conduct of the media in covering elections.  
 
In assessing media performance in covering the first 10 days of the election 
period, Media Monitors assessed 
 

▪ The level to which the media is fair and balanced in representing 
political players 

▪ The media’s election agenda and what they consider the most 
important electoral issues 

▪ The media’s professional conduct in reporting elections 

1.2 Context  

This report covers events reported by the media since elections were 
proclaimed through Proclamation 2 of 2018 (SI 83 of 2018) from 31 May to 9 
June 2018. Some of the key events that occurred include:  

• The proclamation of 30 July as the date for elections,  
• The Electoral Amendment Bill was gazetted 
• Calls for electoral reforms by MDC Alliance, which resulted in a 

demonstration in the streets of Harare on 5 June. ZANU PF had a 
solidarity march for peaceful elections the next day.  

• The proclamation of the election date marked the beginning of the 
campaign trail for most of the political parties. The activities of two 
political parties received most of the media’s coverage. Twelve, ZANU 
PF rallies were covered as well as MDC Alliance’s six. Other political 
parties’ activities were not consistently covered.  

• Three foreign election observer missions were reported to be in the 
country during the monitoring period. These included two groups from 
the USA and one representing the Commonwealth.  

1.3 Background 

During an election period, the media is expected to adhere to specific 
standards as highlighted in the Electoral Act and Statutory Instrument (SI) 33 
of 2008. This section highlights expectations of the different media in reporting 
elections. 

Expectations on coverage of elections by the public media 

Legislatively, the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC) is the only 
licensed public broadcaster in Zimbabwe, “…the Broadcasting Corporation 
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(ZBC) shall be deemed to be licensed (as a public broadcaster) to provide 
every class of broadcasting service that it provided immediately before the 
commencement of this Act.”1 ZBC comprises one television channel (ZTV) 
and five radio stations. The ZBC is 100% owned by the government of 
Zimbabwe. In an election period, public broadcasters are expected to: 

1. Broadcast the following programmes: 
• Programmes to which political parties or candidates are invited to 

present their election manifestos and policies to the electorate 
without being interviewed 

• Programmes in which there are discussions relating to elections 
• Interviews with candidates or their representatives on elections 

2. Treat political parties and candidates equitably in the allocation of air 
time for broadcasting of election matter 

3. Broadcast election programmes during prime time (18:00hours – 
22:00hours) 

4. Allocate four hours of broadcasting time for election adverts and 
distribute these equitably to all parties and candidates. 

Expectations on coverage for all broadcast media 

Beyond the ZBC, Zimbabwe has 10 licensed commercial radio broadcasters; 
two that broadcast nationally and eight that broadcast locally (within a 40km 
radius of their location) 

National commercial broadcasters 

Zimbabwe has two national commercial radio stations (ZiFM and Star FM). 
The two stations are owned by AB Communications and Zimbabwe 
Newspapers (Zimpapers) respectively. Minister of Information Communication 
Technologies and Cyber Security (MICTCS) and legislator for Nyanga South 
Supa Mandiwanzira’s Family Trust holds the majority shareholding for AB 
Communications.  

Fifty-one-percent of the Zimpapers group is owned and controlled by 
government through the Zimbabwe Mass Media Trust (ZMMT). While these 
broadcasters are classified as commercial broadcasting services, because of 
its ownership structure, Zimpapers cannot avoid expectations of accountability 
to the public, as it is owned by the government in trust for the public through 
the ZMMT. 

Local Commercial Stations  

There are 8 local commercial radio stations in Zimbabwe; these are situated 
in seven of the country’s 10 provinces. Local commercial radio stations 
transmit within a 40-km radius. Below is a list of the local commercial stations. 

Station  Area of Transmission  Ownership 
98.4FM  Gweru   AB Communications  
Breeze FM  Victoria Falls  Fair Talk 

                                                      
1 Broadcasting Services Act, Chapter 12:06 
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Communications  
Capitalk FM  Harare  Zimpapers  
Diamond FM Mutare  Zimpapers 
Hevoi FM  Masvingo AB Communications  
Nyaminyami FM  Kariba  Kingstons  
Skyz FM Bulawayo  Fair Talk 

Communications 
Ya FM  Zvishavane  Ray of Hope  
 

Some expectations of all broadcasters during elections are: 

1. No broadcaster shall broadcast any election programme or 
advertisement that incites violence or advocates hatred that is based 
on race, ethnicity, sex, gender, religion, or political conviction that 
constitutes incitement to cause harm. 

2. No election programme shall be broadcast on election day 
3. A broadcaster is not allowed to edit or alter any advertisement 

submitted for transmission without the consent of the political party or 
candidate concerned 

4. A broadcaster may reject an advertisement but must provide written 
reasons for the rejection within 24 hours to the concerned party or 
candidate 

5. State media will be required to be impartial and allow fair opportunity 
for the presentation of divergent views and dissenting opinions (Section 
61 of the Constitution) 

Expectations on coverage for print media 

State owned/ controlled newspapers  

By definition, the Zimbabwe Newspapers’ Group (Zimpapers) with a 51% 
shareholding by government through the Zimbabwe Mass Media Trust 
(ZMMT) qualifies as a state owned/ controlled publisher, with similar 
expectations on its performance as with ZBC. While ZBC is the only licensed 
public broadcaster, the Constitution places obligations on all State-owned 
media of communication to have editorial independence, be impartial and 
afford fair opportunity for the presentation of divergent views and dissenting 
opinions. This effectively places similar expectations on Zimpapers as with 
public media.  

Zimpapers runs three daily newspapers (The Herald, Chronicle and, H-Metro) 
and eight weekly newspapers.  

Private print media 

Private print media in Zimbabwe have relative ease of registration, even 
though the market is dominated by two publishers; Alpha Media Holdings 
(publishers of NewsDay, The Standard and Zimbabwe Independent), and 
Associated Newspapers of Zimbabwe (publishers of the Daily News and 
Financial Gazette), in addition to other smaller regional publications, such as 
The Mirror.   
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Private print media have a moral obligation to report in the public interest, an 
obligation pro-actively taken on by the private print media who belong to an 
industry self-regulating body (the Voluntary Media Council of Zimbabwe - 
VMCZ). Alpha Media Holdings, also notably has an Ombudsman who ensures 
its publications subscribe to truthful, accurate and fair reporting.  

During an election, print media publications are expected:  

1. Not to publish any elections publications that incite violence or 
advocates hatred that is based on race, ethnicity, sex, gender, religion 
or political conviction and that constitutes incitement to cause harm 

2. To offer the same terms and conditions of publication of election 
adverts without discrimination to all political parties and candidates 
contesting an election 

3. If they reject an election advert, to provide written reasons for the 
rejection within twenty-four hours to the concerned political party or 
candidate 

Expectations on all media broadcasters, publishers, presenters and reporters 

All media and their personnel are expected to: 

1. Ensure that news and current affairs programmes are presented in a 
balanced, fair, complete and accurate manner 

2. Presenters and reporters presenting news, current affairs programmes 
and features shall not 

• Express their personal views in such programmes or articles 
• Wear or exhibit symbols or colors or appear with clothes or 

insignia associated with any political party or other election 
contestant 

3. Afford political parties and candidates the right of reply where a report 
aired or published under their editorial responsibility contains 
inaccurate information or unfair criticism based on distortion of facts, 
and give this right of reply within twenty-four hours in a programme or 
column of similar weight and audience 

1.4 Sample of monitored media  

The media monitored is a snapshot of the private, commercial and public 
media in Zimbabwe. It includes:  

• All four of the country’s daily newspapers. 
• Two weekly newspapers representing private and government 

controlled media  
• Two of ZBC’s radio stations and the country’s sole TV station, ZTV  
• Both national commercial radio stations  
• Four of the eight local provincial radio stations in the country.  

In determining coverage, this monitoring looked at prime time programming 
on radio and television (6 – 10pm) and all content except sport and 
entertainment in print media. 
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1.5 Methodology  
Media Monitors used three tools to assess the media’s performance in its 
allocation of space and time to political parties, the news agenda and the 
media’s conduct in reporting election related news.  

1.5.1 Political Pluralism – fairness and balance  

Monitoring aims to quantify and qualify time dedicated to political parties by 
the media. The quantitative analysis measures the total amount of space 
(cm2) and time (seconds) devoted to politicians and political parties by the 
media. The analysis also evaluates representations of political actors by tone, 
gender and age as well as the type of programmes in which they are featured.  

1.5.2. Media Monitoring of agenda setting  

The analysis of agenda-setting aims to identify the main topics covered by the 
main news programmes of the media houses on a daily basis. This type of 
monitoring identifies the key issues presented in the public discourse and it 
represents a complementary element to assess the quality of media coverage 
of topics of public interest during an election campaign. 

1.5.3. Media monitoring of adherence to journalistic standards in 
election reporting  
This layer of analysis aims at verifying to what extent and how election 
reporting respects professional journalistic standards. In this respect, the 
Media Monitors (MM) produced an assessment for a number of dimensions 
(accuracy, separation of facts and opinions, use of misleading headlines and 
graphics among others.)  
 
 

 

News Platform Print Broadcast (6-10pm) 
Public/ State- 
controlled media 

• The Herald  
• Chronicle  
• The Sunday Mail  

• ZTV 
• SFM 
• Radio Zimbabwe  

Commercial radio   • Star FM 
• ZiFM 

Local Provincial radio   • CapiTalk FM 
• Diamond FM 
• Hevoi FM  
• Skies Metro FM  

Private media • Daily News  
• NewsDay  
• The Standard  
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CHAPTER TWO:  FAIRNESS AND BALANCE  

During the monitored period, reporting trends show that the monitored media 
have fallen short of the requirements of the Electoral Act that coverage of 
political parties should be diverse and equitable. While ZEC has reported that 
more than 130 political parties have registered interest in taking part in the 
upcoming elections, so far only 31 of these have received some coverage.  

2.1 Space and time dedicated to political parties in the media 

Allocation of space and time to political parties has neither been fair nor 
equitable. Three parties have dominated media coverage. ZANU PF (64%), 
MDC Alliance (15%) and the MDC-T formation led by Nelson Chamisa (10 %) 
combined for 91% of the space and time allocated to political parties during 
the monitored period. These political parties were consistently covered in both 
the print and electronic media. The other 28 parties that were featured in the 
media shared the remaining 9% of coverage.  

Issues of concern noted include that: 

1. The media reports more on the larger, better known political parties 
more than the newer parties contesting the election. There is little 
diversity in covering the multiplicity of political parties as only 31 of 
these were covered in the first 10 days 

2. The media has not paid due attention to the advantage of incumbency 
(those who currently hold positions in government), where ZANU PF 
continues to get the majority of coverage as its members are in all 
arms of government. While being in government attracts more media 
coverage for political actors, it remains important that incumbency does 
not lead to unfair access to the media by incumbents, as is currently 
the case. While the media should cover government activities, the 
obligation to do so must be balanced against the right of equal 
opportunity to media access for candidates, and their right to be treated 
equally. 

3. There is very low representation of women and youth in the media, 
both as news subjects and sources.  

State owned/controlled newspapers 

In the state-controlled media, ZANU PF received most of the coverage with 
71% dedicated to members of the party. Party members were covered in their 
different capacities in the national government, local government, as 
Members of Parliament and as party members. Reporting of members of the 
national government (Presidium and Cabinet) took up the majority of 
coverage. Overall the President, Vice President and Cabinet members were 
covered in these roles in 70% of all reports on the party. 

In their capacities as members of the party, ZANU PF members still received 
most of the coverage as indicated in Table 1 below, followed by the Nelson 
Chamisa led MDC T and then members of the MDC Alliance. Only these 
three parties and an independent Member of Parliament received coverage in 
their government functions.  
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Table 1: Nature of coverage of political parties in the State newspapers  

Political party  National 
Government  

Local 
Government 

Member of 
Parliament  

Party 
Member  

Total Space  

INDEPENDENT 
Candidates  

  273 5 278 

MDC N     0 
MDC-T (NC)  37 381 4096 4514 
MDC ALLIANCE  296 657 2807 3760 
MDC-T (TK)    173 173 
MRCD     20 20 
MRP     0 

NCA    12 12 
NPF    574 574 
NPP    54 54 
PDP    394 394 
PRC     791 791 
TD    20 20 
TZ    33 33 
VOP    10 10 
ZANU NDONGA    20  
ZANU PF  18428 826 462 6532 26248 

ZDP    10 10 

Total 18426 1159 1773 15551 36891 
 

Privately owned newspapers 

Similar trends in the coverage of political players were noted in the privately-
owned media. ZANU PF received the majority of coverage with 48% of all 
coverage followed by 23% coverage on Nelson Chamisa’s MDC T. However, 
to note is that the MDC T (NC) members received more coverage as 
members of the party than in their positions in government.  

Table 2: Nature of coverage of political parties in the privately- owned newspapers  (cm2) 

Political Party 
 

National 
Government  

Local 
Government  

Member of 
Parliament  

Party 
Member  

Total 
Space  

APA     24 24 
MKD    9 9 
DOP    786 786 
INDEPENDENT    194 203 397 
MDC N    69 69 
MDC-T (NC)   98 405 6175 6678 
MDC ALLIANCE   1850 2291 4141 
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MDC-T (TK)    511 511 
MRP    270 270 
NCA    158 158 
NPF  60  1846 1906 
NPP    48 48 
PDP    2 2 
ZANU PF  7139 640 381 5999 14159 

ZAPU    360 360 
ZPF     12 12 
ZIPP    3 3 
Total 7198 798 2830 18766 29533 
 

Public Broadcaster (ZBC) 

Nowhere else does the advantage of incumbency come out more strongly 
than the public broadcaster ZBC and the national commercial stations. On 
ZBC no other party is covered in various government bodies (national 
government, local government and parliament) except members of the ZANU 
PF party, even though other parties are found in Parliament and local 
government bodies.  

In the first 10 days of the election period, ZANU PF was covered in 77% of all 
news. When this figure just looks at coverage of political party activities, 
ZANU PF still accounts for 54% of all coverage of all political players. The 
MDC T (NC) party received around the same amount of coverage as a party 
known as the Bethel Christian Party (BCP) at 9% each. From the coverage 
alone, it is not clear what criteria is used by the public broadcaster to 
determine time allocation for the various political parties.  

Table 3: Time allocated to political parties on ZBC (Radio and TV)  (time measured in 
seconds) 

Political Party 
 

National 
Government  

Local Govt  Member of 
Parliament  

Party 
Member  

Total Time  

BCP     1239 1239 

FLOANP     557 557 

INDEPENDENT     179 179 

MDC N     0 

MDC-T (NC)     1261 1261 

MDC ALLIANCE    1346 1346 

MDC-T (TK)     0 

MRCD     258 258 

MRP     0 

NCA     0 

NPF    355 355 

NPP    22 22 

UANC    372 372 
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WOYE     292 292 

ZANU PF  12283 81 1040 7165 20569 

ZAPU     129 129 

ZAPU     69 69 

Total 12283 81 1040 13244                    26648 

 

National commercial Radio 

The MDC Alliance members received the majority of coverage on national 
commercial radio stations as compared to other parties. As indicated in Table 
4 below, the Alliance was covered for a total of 4401 seconds and ZANU PF 
for a total of 2349 seconds. Only ZANU PF members were covered in their 
government functions.  

Commercial stations have covered the least number of political parties as 
compared to other media.  

Table 4: Time allocated to political parties on National Commercial Radio (ZiFM and Star FM) 
(time measured in seconds) 

Political party  National 
Government  

Member of 
Parliament  

Party Member  Total Time  

MDC ALLIANCE    4401 4401 
MDC-T (NC)   108 108 
MDC N    5 5 
MDC-T (TK)   1 1 
NCA    578 578 
NPF    266 266 
POVO    138 138 
PRC    1 1 
ZANU PF  940 186 1223 2349 
Total 940 186 6721 7847 

 

Local commercial Radio stations 

Only seven political parties were covered on the regional radio stations 
therefore making local commercial stations the least diverse in their coverage 
of political players. Capitalk based in Harare however covered the widest 
selection of political players as they covered five political parties in the first 10 
days. Three political parties ZANU PF, People’s Rainbow Coalition (PRC) and 
MDC-T (NC) combined for 92% of the coverage while the remaining four 
parties were covered 8% of the time. Thirty-six-percent of their coverage was 
allocated to ZANU PF, 30% to PRC and 26% to MDC-T (NC).  
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Table 5: Time allocated to political parties in the local commercial radio stations (in seconds) 

Political Party National 
Government 

Local 
Government 

Parliament Party Member Total time 

Build 
Zimbabwe 

0 0 0 53 53 

Kambizi Party 0 0 0 35 35 
MDC Alliance 0 0 0 465 465 
MDC-T 0 0 1977 620 2597 
NPF 0 0 0 86 86 
PRC 0 0 0 2940 2940 
Zanu PF 1339 94 416 1680 3529 
 

Table 6: Parties covered by local commercial radio stations 

Capitalk FM 
(Harare) 

Skies Metro 
FM 

(Bulawayo) 

Diamond FM  
(Mutare) 

Hevoi FM 
(Masvingo) 

98.4 FM 
(Gweru) 

ZANU PF ZANU PF ZANU PF ZANU PF ZANU PF 
MDC Alliance MDC T  MDC 

Alliance 
Build Zimbabwe 

 
MDC T Kambizi  MDC T MDC Alliance 
PRC     
NPF     

     
 

2.2 Space and time dedicated to politicians in the media  
 

95 political actors were covered in the electronic media and 220 were featured 
in the print media in the first 10 days. The local commercial radio stations 
featured 41 politicians. 

Newspapers 

Of the 220 politicians that appeared in the newspapers, the top 10 took up just 
over 50% of the coverage. The President Emmerson Mnangagwa took up 
30% of the space and Nelson Chamisa was featured in 11% of the coverage.  
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Fig.1 Top political actors in the newspapers (a) public print (b) private print 
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Broadcast Media 

From the 95 actors that were covered in the electronic media, the top ten 
actors accounted for 73% of the overall coverage. Of the ten actors 
Emmerson Mnangagwa featured in 43% of the coverage followed by Tendai 
Biti of the MDC Alliance who took up 13%. 

Fig.2 Top political actors in the national broadcast media a) ZBC  b)Commercial Radio 
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Local commercial stations 

Local commercial stations had a more localized representation of political 
actors. Political actors from the different regions were covered on these 
stations even though there was wide coverage of national representatives of 
the political parties as well. CapiTalk FM had a more diversified 
representation of political actors during the monitoring period; it covered 15 
political actors from five political parties.   

Table 7: Top political actors in the local commercial radio stations  

 Diamond FM - 9 Political actors covered 
Actor  Title Political party Total Time 
Emmerson Mnangagwa President of 

Zimbabwe  
ZANU PF 214 

Misheck Mataranyika Makoni South 
Aspiring MP 

ZANU PF 32 

Supa Mandiwanzira Nyanga South MP ZANU PF 31 
Patrick Chinamasa Makoni Central MP ZANU PF 20 
Paul Mavima Minister of 

Education  
ZANU PF 17 

    
 Hevoi FM - 6 political actors covered  
Actor   Political party Total Time 
Emmerson Mnangagwa President of 

Zimbabwe  
ZANU PF 490 

Takanai Mureyi Aspiring Masvingo 
Urban MP  

MDC ALLIANCE 134 

Constantino Chiwenga Vice President  ZANU PF 116 
James Gumbi MDC-T Masvingo 

Provincial 
Chairperson  

MDC ALLIANCE 110 

Joram Gumbo Minister of 
Transport 

ZANU PF 2 

    
 98.4 FM - 10 political actors covered  
Actor   Political party Total Time 
Emmerson Mnangagwa President of 

Zimbabwe  
ZANU PF 1115 

Nelson Chamisa MDC Alliance 
Candidate  

MDC-T Alliance 69 

Owen Ncube Minister of State for 
Masvingo Province  

ZANU PF 60 

Matenda Madzoke Kwekwe Mayor  ZANU PF 59 
July Moyo ZANU PF Deputy 

Secretary for 
Administration 

ZANU PF 55 

    
 Skies Metro FM - 13 Political actors covered  
Actor   Political party Total Time 
Nelson Chamisa  MDC Alliance 

Leader 
MDC Alliance  214 

Emmerson Mnangagwa President of 
Zimbabwe  

ZANU PF 154 

Cain Matema Minister of Welfare 
Services for war 

ZANU PF 64 
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vets  
Paul Mavima Minister of 

Education  
ZANU PF 60 

Charles Moyo Ward 9 (Mpopoma) 
Councilor  

MDCT 51 

    
 CapiTalk FM - 15 political actors  

Actor   Political party Total Time 
Gilbert Dzikiti DARE Leader  PRC 2940 
Godfrey Sithole MDC-T MP 

Chitungwiza  
MDC-T 1492 

Lovemore Chinoputsa ZANU PF Youth 
Assembly 

secretary General  

MDC-T 485 

Nelson Chamisa MDC Alliance 
Leader  

MDC-T 336 

Dexter Nduna Chegutu West MP  ZANUPF 306 
 

2.3 Tone of coverage of political parties 

  
The tone of coverage identifies explicit judgment made by the journalist or 
another non-political actor about the political actor being covered. This was 
expressed in the monitoring in positive and negative opinions on the political 
actor. Ideally, to achieve a level of neutrality and objectivity, the expectation is 
for the speaker (journalist) to maintain a neutral tone in discussing political 
actors. A pattern that emerged from the monitoring showed that new and 
smaller political parties were generally covered in a neutral, objective tone. 
Less objective reporting was recorded in coverage of ZANU PF and the main 
MDC opposition parties in all the media.  

Tone of coverage of the ruling party (ZANU PF) vs coverage of the 
opposition 

The media expressed more sentiment (positive and negative) about the two 
largest political players (ZANU PF) and the varying MDC formations - MDC T 
(NC), MDC T (TK) and the MDC Alliance. Sentiment was also expressed for 
the parties linked to them, particularly break away formations such as the 
National Patriotic Front (NPF) – a break away party from ZANU PF led by 
Ambrose Mutinhiri and National People’s Party (NPP) led by former Vice 
President and ZANU PF member Joice Mujuru.  

In Sate-owned and controlled media, the ZBC, national and local commercial 
stations, the ruling party enjoyed quite a huge amount of positive sentiment. In 
the State-owned newspapers, 35% of all coverage of the ruling party for 
example expressed positive sentiment, while 63% was neutral, and 2% was 
negative. In the same publications, none or a negligible amount of coverage 
on the MDC T (NC) faction expressed positive sentiment, while 62% was 
negative and 38% was neutral. NPF and NPP both received coverage that 
had a lot more negative sentiment with no positive sentiment expressed about 
these two ZANU PF breakaway parties. Similar trends were observed on the 
ZBC and the national commercial stations as Table 11 reflects. 
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The private press also expressed some form of sentiment towards the 
different political parties, and both positive and negative sentiment was 
expressed for both the ruling party and opposition formations. 32% of 
coverage on the MDC Alliance for example was positive while 19% was 
negative. ZANU PF received 34% negative coverage, however, 11% was 
positive.  The NPP and NPF received mostly neutral and negative sentiment 
in the private media and very little positive sentiment.  

Table 8: Tone of coverage in the print media  

Political Party Government Controlled Press Private Press 
* Space in cm2 Negative Neutral Positive Negative Neutral Positive 
APA 0 5 0 0 24 2 
FLOANP 0 91 0 0 0 0 
INDEPENDENT 174 104 0 95 448 22 
MDC-T 
ALLIANCE 

3388 1174 0 845 2200 1456 

MDC-T (NC) 3054 1931 15 454 5818 692 
MDC-T (TK) 16 177 0 0 280 231 
MOPCD 0 20 0 0 0 0 
NCA 0 98 0 0 158 0 
NPF 88 486 0 837 1279 170 
NPP 66 77 0 23 30 0 
PDP 0 102 100 4 0 0 
PRC 0 10 7 0 0 0 
TRUE 
DEMOCRACY 

0 20 2 0 0 0 

TZ 0 83 0 0 0 0 
VOP 0 10 0 0 0 0 
ZANU 
NDONGA 

0 20 0 0 0 0 

ZANU PF 586 19058 10545 5419 8905 1842 
ZDP 0 10 0 0 0 0 
DAWN 0 0 0 0 9 0 
DOP 0 0 0 0 314 472 
MDC-N 0 0 0 0 66 0 
MRP 0 0 0 152 118 0 
ZAPU 0 0 0 119 277 0 
ZPF 0 0 0 0 12 0 
ZPP 0 0 0 0 3 0 

 

Table 9: Tone of coverage in the national electronic media  

Political Party ZBC (Television And Radio) Commercial Radio 
 Negative Neutral Positive Negative Neutral Positive 
BCP 0 0 1239 0 0 0 
INDEPENDENT 0 179 0 0 0 0 
MDC-T 
ALLIANCE 

1823 822 3 1373 3168 0 

MDC-T (NC) 0 1262 0 16 92 0 
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MRCD 0 258 0 0 0 0 
NCA 0 737 0 578 0 0 
NPF 124 252 1 153 113 0 
NPP 0 22 0 0 0 0 
UANC 28 344 0 0 0 0 
ZANU PF 16 15902 5641 207 2049 1118 
ZAPU 0 129 0 0 0 0 
ZIPP 0 69 0 0 0 0 
FLOANP 0 0 0 557 0 0 
MDC-N 0 0 0 10 0 0 
MDC-T (TK) 0 0 0 1 0 0 
POVO 0 0 0 0 0 138 
PRC 0 0 0 0 1 0 
WOYE 0 0 0 292 0 0 

 

Table 10: Tone of coverage in the national local commercial radio stations  

Party Local Provincial Radio Stations 
*Time in seconds  Negative Neutral Positive 
BZ  0 53 0 
KP  0 35 0 
MDC ALLIANCE 3 341 244 
MDC-T (NC)  40 2577 0 
NPF 86 0 0 
ZANU PF 59 2756 780 
PRC 0 2940 0 

 

2.4 Gender representation in election programmes  
 

Over the 10 days monitored, representation of women political actors has 
been marginal on all the platforms monitored. Overall, women political actors 
accounted for 5% of the coverage that was recorded while men were featured 
in 95%. In the just ended ZANU PF primary elections only 22 women will be 
representing the party in national assembly elections out of the 210 seats that 
are available. The print media gave relatively more coverage to women than 
the electronic media.  
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Fig3: Gender representation in the monitored media 

 

2.5 Representation of youths in the media  

Even though provisional statistics from ZEC show that 70% of the registered 
voters are aged between 18 and 44-years2, the representation of youths in the 
news media has been marginal. In the print media, youths accounted for 1% 
of the coverage whilst political actors more than 60-years were featured in 
66% of the coverage ahead of the 45-60 age group.  

Fig:4 Representation of youths in the media  

 

                                                      
2 http://kubatana.net/2018/03/26/zesns-comment -zec-bvr-provisional-statistics/  

 

http://kubatana.net/2018/03/26/zesns-comment%20-zec-bvr-provisional-statistics/
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Even though youths were not given adequate time to articulate their issues, 
there was coverage of youth related issues in the press in which older people 
spoke on behalf of them. Some of the activities that included youths include:  

• ZANU PF youth conference held in Gweru  
• MDC Alliance demonstration for reforms organized by the party’s 

youths. 
• ZANU PF youths’ solidarity march for peaceful elections  

In the electronic media youth voices were more scarce, they accounted for 
less than 1% of the voices of political actors that were recorded. Only 25 
seconds were dedicated to political actors aged between 18 and 34 years. 
Just like in the press other age groups spoke on behalf of the youths.  

2.6 Coverage of political players in election programmes in broadcast 
media 

Political actors were mostly featured in current affairs programming in the 
electronic media. Current affairs accounted for 53% of the coverage of 
political actors whilst news made up 47%. Political adverts made up less than 
1% of the coverage.  

Fig: 5 Coverage of political in different programme types in the electronic media (seconds) 
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Table 11: Current affairs programmes in the electronic media  

*Timing of programme is not fixed  
 

 

 

Station  Name of 
programme 

Issues discussed on 
programme 

Time of broadcast  

ZTV  Elections 2018 Political analysts and 
political actors discuss party 
manifestos and intra party 
issues.   

Wednesday 2115 

ZEC on Thursday  ZEC official discuss Election 
related issues  

Thursday  
2130  

Ad hoc coverage 
of rallies  

Replays of footage from 
rallies that would have 
occurred during the day.  

Before or after the 
main news  

SFM  Focus  Interviews and discussions 
with political actors  

Tuesday, 
Wednesday, 
Thursday  
1915-1959 

Radio 
Zimbabwe 

Musoro wenyaya  Discusses current news and 
events  

Wednesday 1900 

Star  FM Spotlight  Looks at crucial pertinent 
political issues  

Mon-Friday  
2015-2100 

Panenyaya  Addresses issues affecting 
Zimbabweans e.g. My vote, 
my right 

Monday  
2000  

Zim Decides My 
vote my right  

Voter education programme  Monday to Friday  
1800-2000  

The Dialogue  Talk show that addresses 
topical issues of the day 

Tuesday  
1800-2000 

ZiFM  Business Unusual  A business oriented 
programme, political actors 
invited to articulate their 
business policies.  

Thursday  
1930 

The Platform  Looks at current affairs news 
and events  

Monday  
1930 

CapiTalk FM  Status quo  Discusses topical issues of 
the day  

 

Your Constituency Representatives of 
constituencies are 
interviewed on what they are 
doing for the people. 

 

The Exchange  Political actors from different 
political parties are profiled  

1900 

The Light The host discusses trending 
issues  

1800 

98.4FM  State of Midlands  Looks at current affairs, 
news and events taking 
place in Midlands province.  

 

Hevoi FM  Masvingo State of 
Affairs  

Covers day-to-day issues 
affecting Masvingo residents  

6-8pm  
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CHAPTER THREE: The News Agenda in the Electoral period 

54% of the coverage in the first 10 days of the election period was on political 
and governance followed by the stories on economic issues, which made up 
14% of the coverage. Election-related news made up 15% of the total 
coverage.  

3.1 The Elections Agenda  

This assessment looked at the amount of space and time allocated to various 
election related activities and issues. These activities/ issues were 
categorized under the following headings: 

Table 12: Election agenda variables 

Election issue/activity Description 
Campaigns Party activities, which included rallies, coordination 

meetings and profiles of political actors.  
Information This includes news on voter and civic education by ZEC 

or civic organisations.  
Planning Activities of the commission, which include, staff 

recruitment, procurement, logistics and security.  
Reforms This includes legal reform proposals.  
Nomination Mentions of the sitting of nomination courts and the 

electoral commission’s announcement of the date of 
nomination.  

Registration Includes stories on the voter registration processes, 
Voters’ roll Inspection, and storage of voter registration 
kits as well as announcement of figures of registered 
voters.   

 

The news media’s elections agenda was dominated by campaign activities of 
the main political parties in the country, which took up 63% of coverage of 
election news  
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Fig 6: Elections agenda in the news (%) 

 

This trend also prevailed in all the news platforms that were monitored.  

Fig.7: Elections agenda on all news platforms monitored. (%) 
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3.2 Election administrative issues covered 

3.2.1 Reforms  

The electoral commission was put under the spotlight by the MDC Alliance 
who demanded the swift implementation of electoral reforms, which included 
accountability with regards to the company tendered to print ballot papers and 
the technology used for printing as well as an independent audit of the voters’ 
roll. These demands by the MDC Alliance led to a demonstration in the streets 
of Harare on the 5th of June. The commission responded to the allegations of 
non-transparency with the voters roll by claiming an electronic copy of the 
voters’ roll was presented as a link on the ZEC website. Various observer 
missions are in the country to monitor the country’s state of preparedness 
ahead of the elections. The observer missions in the country include 
delegates from USA and the Commonwealth. The leader of the USA observer 
mission Senator Chris Coons criticized President Emmerson Mnangagwa for 
making empty promises and delaying the implementation of electoral reforms.  

3.2.2 Nomination  

The electoral commission announced that the nomination court would sit on 
the 14th of June. ZEC went on to publish a list of venues where the nomination 
courts would be situated around the country. Its notices appeared in all the 
monitored media platforms.  In preparation for nomination, it was reported that 
ZEC held an induction workshop in Bulawayo for aspiring candidates to 
appraise them on the nomination court requirements. The private media also 
carried a civic education article by legal think-tank Veritas which outlined 
circumstances in which prospective candidates could be disqualified when the 
nomination court seats.  

3.2.3 Registration 

During the monitoring period, ZEC announced that the provisional voters’ roll 
inspection had come to a close with 1,489,602 people physically inspecting 
the roll whilst 916,001 inspected using the USSD code. During this period an 
additional 144,873 people were registered bringing the total figure of 
registered voters to 5,524,188.  The private media published calls by the 
opposition to independently audit the voters’ roll. The government controlled 
media featured most of ZEC’s responses.  

3.2.4 Planning  

The electoral commission published notices calling for election observers to 
be trained in time for the July 30 elections.  The commission also published a 
statement notifying the news media of the conduct expected of them during 
the electoral period.  In preparation for peaceful elections, Chief Justice 
Malaba set up special election courts to deal with cases of politically 
motivated violence before, during and after elections. The police said it would 
lobby the courts to deny bail to perpetrators of political violence. Meanwhile 
Heal Zimbabwe a human rights advocacy organisation reported that there 
were 55 cases of human rights violations recorded in the month of May. 
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3.3 In campaign news  

With proclamation of the election, the various political parties have intensified 
campaign activities. Campaigns take up the most of coverage of election 
related issues in the media.  

State controlled media 

The state controlled media have focused on the policy vision of Emmerson 
Mnangagwa’s campaign, his plan to revive the economy through industrial 
resuscitation, agriculture and foreign direct investment. Both the public print 
and electronic platforms do not critique the feasibility of his policies. This is 
however not the case with the opposition particularly MDC Alliance leader 
whose coverage has been reduced to analysis of gaffes made at rallies.   

The public media appear to be more critical of the MDC Alliance leader than 
any other leader.  The MDC Alliance recently launched its 2018 policy 
document, which was broadcast live on ZTV from 11.30 hours to 13.00 hours. 
The policy document was much more criticized by political analysts who were 
quoted by the state media.  

MDC Alliance campaign activities that were covered on ZBC include the 
Wedza rally, march for electoral reforms, the launch of MDC Alliance policy 
document and the Mahusekwa Growth Point rally.  

Other political parties campaign activities that were covered included a 
Zimbabwe Partnership for Prosperity - ZIPP rally in Mbare and Forces of The 
Liberation Organization of African National Party – FLOANP’s Egypt 
Dzinemunhenzva saying the party is set to launch its manifesto just after the 
nomination court sits. There is little analysis and critique of these campaign 
activities. 

Twelve ZANU PF campaign activities were covered in the State-owned media. 
These included rallies in Gweru, Chegutu, Midlands, Masvingo, Wedza, 
Mvurwi and Chipinge. Other events that were covered included President 
Mnangagwa’s meeting with the Women’s League. This event was broadcast 
live on ZTV with Emmerson Mnangagwa’s speech being broadcast during 
prime time. Apart from rallies involving ZANU PF’s presidium, the government 
controlled media also gave coverage to aspiring members of parliament who 
include: Misheck Mataranyika, Tshinga Dube, Patrick Chinamasa, and 
Misheck Mangwende.  

Private media 

The private media gave prominence to the two political parties ZANU PF and 
MDC T. The private press covered six of the MDC Alliance’s rallies including 
those in Mutoko, Wedza, Mahusekwa and Nkayi. It should be noted that the 
private media are also critical of the opposition parties as reflected in the 
section on tone of coverage. 

In the private media, four Zanu PF campaign rallies were covered during the 
monitored. However, much focus was on Kembo Mohadi’s outbursts at rallies 
in Chegutu and Chiredzi where he claimed Zimbabwe is a one-party state and 
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that the current leadership is a “junta”. Other Zanu PF rallies covered were in 
Mutoko and Gweru where Emmerson Mnangagwa presided. 

Commercial Radio 

In the commercial radio stations ZANU PF’s campaign activities received 
significantly more coverage than the other political parties. There was very 
little coverage on campaign events of the opposition parties. Noted was 
coverage of the ruling parties rallies in Chegutu, Hurungwe East and the Zanu 
PF Women’s League meeting with presidential candidate Emmerson 
Mnangagwa. 

As shown above, coverage of campaign activities in the local media has not 
been equitable; the activities of ZANU PF and MDC Alliance have received 
the lion’s share of the coverage.  The campaign trail of the two parties’ 
Presidential candidates have been followed closely by both the private and 
publicly owned media. New political parties’ campaign events rarely receive 
coverage across all platforms monitored. Since we are in the official campaign 
period there are a lot of campaign events that are blacked out by the local 
media.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: MEDIA’S CONDUCT ON ELECTION REPORTING  

4.1 Objectivity in election related news  

The main challenge observed by Media Monitors in election related news is 
the lack of objectivity. Overall, 33% of the monitored reports were not neutral. 
Local commercial radio stations covered political actors in a more neutral 
manner than the other news platforms monitored. Eighty-eight-percent of their 
coverage of political actors was neutral.  

Fig 8: Neutrality in election related reports 

 
Reports that had challenges in neutrality were mostly one sided reports that 
did not give accused persons the right of reply or those that had a negative 
tone against particular political actors or parties.  
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4.3 Hate speech in the media 

Four instances of hate speech were recorded in the media during the monitoring period. Politicians were responsible for all four 
cases of hate speech recorded. Language of hate was used during rallies targeting rival political actors and the international 
community. The media appears to be passive in its attitude towards hate speech it covered, as it did not take a stand against the 
use of hate speech by political players.  

Table 13: Hate speech in the media  

Publication/ 
Date 

Headline Type of hate 
speech 

Speaker Target Quotation Media’s 
attitude  

 
The Herald, 
Chronicle 

(2/6)  

Time to invest is now: ED Inflammatory 
language 

Politician:   
President 
Mnangagwa 
(ZANU PF)  

Politician: 
opposition 
parties 

“So why should we bother with sideshows by some small parties? 
Regai zvivukure imi mobatana toenda nemaprogrammes (let them 

bark whilst we unite and move forward with our programme). 
We should not waste time on useless people.  Hakuna musha 
ungashaikwe mapenzi, tinawo asi ndeedu. (There is no village 

without mad people, we have mad people among us, we have 

to accept it) 

Bystander 

The     Standard 
(3/6)  

Dump ZANU PF: Tracy 
Mutinhiri 

Incitement of 
violence 

Politician: 
Tracy 
Mutinhiri 
(MDC Alliance) 

ZANU-PF "ZANU PF killed my child and we can’t be voting for people with 
blood on their hands" 

Bystander 

Spot FM 
(3/6)  

MDC Alliance Presidential 
Candidate Mr. Nelson 
Chamisa says his 
government will set up 
special units to fight 
corruption and reverse the 
new education curriculum if 
elected into office in the July 
30 harmonised elections 

Discrimination of 
on the basis of 
race 

Politician: 
Nelson 
Chamisa 
(MDC Alliance) 

Racial groups "Indians, Europeans and the Chinese will be working for Zimbabwe 
as maids and gardeners" 

Bystander 
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ZiFM 
(5/6) 

ZANU PF youth league 
condemn MDC Alliance 
demand for electoral reform 
and march 

Inflammatory 
language 

Politician: 
Ability 
Gandawa 
(ZANU PF)   

MDC Alliance  “The MDC are known for being barbaric, and their march is 
primitive, retrogressive and unnecessary”  

Bystander 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 

Reporting trends in the monitored print and electronic media in the first ten 
days since the beginning of the electoral period have shown that the local 
media still have a long way to go before meeting the requisite standards of fair 
and equitable coverage as stated in Zimbabwe’s Electoral Act. The 
distribution of space and time among political parties and actors is still skewed 
in favour of two political parties, ZANU PF and MDC-T (NC) and MDC 
Alliance.  

The media’s tone of coverage among the political parties appears to be 
polarised in favour of certain political parties. In the State-owned press which 
has a constitutional obligation to treat all parties fairly, ZANU PF has received 
more positive coverage whilst, the opposition parties have received coverage 
that is mostly neutral save for MDC-T (NC) and MDC Alliance whose 
coverage, is negative. In the private press, ZANU PF has received more 
negative coverage whilst MDC Alliance has received relatively more positive 
coverage. Partial reportage by the media is unethical as it defies ethics of 
journalism. It also diminishes the electorate’s trust in the news media.    

Issues of fairness and balance not only address the representation of political 
actors; it also speaks to the representation of diverse groups in society who 
include women and youths. These two groups have been underrepresented in 
all the news platforms monitored. It is imperative that women and youth 
political actors receive equitable coverage in the media, as they are critical 
stakeholders in Zimbabwe’s political landscape.  

The media should reconsider the publishing of hate speech to avoid 
perpetuating discrimination and intolerance.  

In light of the above observations, Media Monitors notes that it is important for 
ZEC to develop an effective media monitoring mechanism that helps to keep 
track of the media’s adherence to the dictates of the Electoral Act. This would 
assist to address lapses in ethical coverage before they disadvantage political 
actors and members of the public who rely on the media for updates and 
interpretation of electoral processes.  
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APPENDIX 1  

List of Political Parties  

• #1980 Freedom Movement Zimbabwe  
• Alliance for People’s Agenda  - APA  
• Bethel Christian Party –BCP 
• Coalition of Democrats - CODE 
• Democratic Opposition Party –DOP  
• Forces of The Liberation Organization of African National Party –FLOANP 

• FreeZim Congress 

• Kambizi Party KP 

• Ideal Zimbabwe - IZ 

• Mavambo Kusile Dawn  
• MDC Alliance  
• Movement for Democratic Change -Tsvangirai led by Nelson Chamisa (MDC-T (NC) 
• Movement for Democratic Change -Tsvangirai led by Thokozani Khupe – MDC-T 

(TK) 
• National Alliance of Patriotic and Democratic Republicans - NAPDR 
• National Constitution Assembly –NCA  
• New Patriotic Front  
• National Patriotic Front –NPF  
• National People’s Party - NPP 
• People’s Democratic Party –PDP  
• Progressive and Innovative Party of Zimbabwe  
• People’s Progressive Party - PPP 
• People’s Rainbow Coalition – PRC 
• Rebuild Zimbabwe -RZ 
• Transform Zimbabwe –TZ  
• True Democracy –TD  
• United Democratic Alliance  
• United Democratic Front -UDF 
• United Democratic Movement  
• United National African Council –UANC  
• Word of Yahwe Express - WOYE  
• Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front - ZANU PF  
• Zimbabwe African National Union NDONGA  - ZANU Ndonga  
• Zimbabwe African Peoples Union –ZAPU 
• Zimbabwe Partnership for Prosperity (ZIPP)  
• Zimbabwe People First –ZPF  

 

About us:  

Media Monitors is an independent Trust registered under the laws of 
Zimbabwe. The organisation has a 18-year track record of monitoring the 
media, existing between 2000 and 2016 as the Media Monitoring Project of 
Zimbabwe (MMPZ) and re-branded to Media Monitors in 2017. The 
organisation monitors the media to promote evidence-based interventions for 
societal development. For more information contact us on 08677108362 or 
email us on mailto:monitors@mediamonitors.org.zw.  

mailto:monitors@mediamonitors.org.zw
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